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Chapter 1 : Trepidation of the Spheres | flyingpenguin
Carl E. Prichard had scored another triumph of fast paced action with his third novel, VIRTUOUS TREPIDATION. As
intrigue and happenstance link high priced prostitutes, quick thinking strong armed thieves, and the cold cruel business
world of the Mafia, you find yourself drawn into a world you hope is only fiction, yet you know is very real.

In Ptolemaic cosmology, it was believed that after 36, years, the planets would return to their original places
of the moment of creation. Posted on by a guest.: I see this poem to have a running theme of cheating. The
theme run throughout. The whole poem is almost a threat. Narrator is telling her beautiful things in order to
stop her cheating Almost as though its a test and if you cheat that he would not come back to her. He is trying
to keep control and have power over her which shows inequalities. The speaker in this poem is John Donne
and he is addressing his wife Anne in an attempt to comfort her while he was on a business trip in France. In
the first stanza John uses a metaphysical conceit when comparing their separtion to two men dying. While
Donne and his wife are apart, they cannot express physical love; thus, they are like the body of the dead man.
However, Donne says, they remain united spiritually and intellectually because their souls are one. I like it so
much. I feel that I love him more than he does. So I like this poem especially when the poet used the
metaphysical conciet in saying that he and his beloved are like the feet of the compass that his beloverd is the
fixed one in the canter stay at home waiting for him and he is the feet that make a circle of trips and then end
from where he begun. I have an exam tomorrow in the poems of john donne and jeorge herbert. This is a poem
written by John Donne for his lover, telling her not to mourn him. He says there love is above what other
people think love is. It is beyond a physical love that, it is spiritual and therefore when he dies, she should not
be sad and cry because even though they are not together physically, they are still spiritually connected. The
main metaphor for this is when he speaks about a compass, how you can pull the ends away from each other
but never will be fully apart. They are connected at one point, creating a perfect circle of love, the circle also
suggests it will last forever. The concept of death is turned into a celebration of love through clever metaphors,
imagery and conceits by John Donne. This couple is different to most because there relationship is not
idealistic. It is real and very deep, the fact that they see death as a beginning rather than an end shows a lot to
there feelings. The comparisons made between this relationship and that of other peoples shows it is the souls
that are in love, rather than the physical beings. This is a poem about a man leaving his wife for a trip or
journey the speaker is telling his lover not to mourn lament cry and be sad because they are apart from each
other. Even though they are apart from each other physically they can be connected in spiritual love. At the
last stanza of the poem the speaker reassures his lover that no matter what they will be together. John Donne in
this poem uses a lot of metaphors conceit. This is a very highly intellectual poem which plays with dictio
Posted on by a guest.: The ideas that John Donne Sas about love: I have to go and write an essay on this now
His use of imagery is, on one hand, cleverly thought out and, on the other, emotionaly satisfying. He is
departing, but they will always be connected, similarily how you can pull the ends of a compass away from
eachother but not fully apart. Personally, I belive that Donne likened the lovers to the planets. The same
perfect spheres that are different entities but always remain the same. Their profound love is greater and finer
than that of ordinary people. Their perfect spherical love belongs with the great planets and the stars. It is
another conceit. Posted on by Approved Guest.: This poem is a poem about true love between the speaker and
their lover, not just the idea of love itself. The speaker turns the concept of death into a celebration of love. I
says that their love is refind and above ordinary love because they are not only linked with their bodies but
with their minds and their soulds. They are a pair of compasses two separate arms joind at the center to creat a
perfect circle, or perfect love that will go on forever. By analogy "ordinary" lovers may fear and lament their
seperation, but we, who are superior to them, can take ours camly, for we are never really parted. This poem is
about departure. The speaker is telling his loved one that even though he is departing, he will still be with her.
Their souls will be together and never separate. People do not understand the meaning of love and think little
of it, but the speaker and his relationship is much stronger than the rest of the other relationships in the world.
Theirs will hold together and never die. Death should not be thought of as an end , but as a beginning to
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something greater. This is about a couple who must part, however, he the speaker, not John Donne is telling
his love that they are stronger than other couples in that their love is not idealistic. But rather, it is real. Much
like other metaphysical poems, it consists of metaphysical conceits and of course it is divided up in a
comparison between their love and others. No requests for explanation or general short comments allowed.
Due to Spam Posts are moderated before posted. College Education is now free! Most common keywords A
Valediction: Forbidding Mourning Analysis John Donne critical analysis of poem, review school overview.
Analysis of the poem. Why did he use? Sparknotes bookrags the meaning summary overview critique of
explanation pinkmonkey. Quick fast explanatory summary.
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Chapter 2 : John Donne: A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning
New Virtuous Trepidation The Black Hand Of The Mafia By Carl Prichard Anxiety Free - $ Anxiety Free Yourself From
Shyness, Constant Worry, And Trepidation Understand.

Next I need help Paraphrasing A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning by John Donne.? Moving of the earth
brings harms and fears, Men reckon what it did and meant; But trepidation of the spheres, Though greater far,
is innocent. But we, by a love so much refined That our selves know not what it is, Inter-assured of the mind,
Care less, eyes, lips, and hands to miss. Our two souls therefore, which are one, Though I must go, endure not
yet A breach, but an expansion. Like gold to airy thinness beat. If they be two, they are two so As stiff twin
compasses are two: Thy soul, the fixed foot, makes no show To move, but doth, if the other do; And though it
in the center sit, Yet when the other far doth roam, It leans, and hearkens after it, And grows erect, as that
comes home. Such wilt thou be to me, who must, Like the other foot, obliquely run; Thy firmness makes my
circle just, And makes me end where I begun. Please and Thank You!! Follow Are you sure you want to delete
this answer? Yes Sorry, something has gone wrong. Explanation in the second stanza: Refusal of Petrarchan
commonplace of sighs and tears. Importance of silence, to keep their love secret. The speaker thus builds up
an atmosphere of intimacy: Another simile in stanza 3: Also image of leaning soul: Last line means that he
will always come back to when he began his journey, once he has accomplished his full circle. Leaving can
only be the accomplishment of a circle: He is still attached to the same place.
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Chapter 3 : I need help Paraphrasing A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning by John Donne.? | Yahoo Answe
Contemporary Examples. of trepidation "I feel a shaking of the ground I stand on," Carson tells Mrs. Hughes with
trepidation.

As virtuous men pass mildly away, And whisper to their souls to go, Whilst some of their sad friends do say,
The breath goes now, and some say, No: Our two souls therefore, which are one, Though I must go, endure
not yet A breach, but an expansion, Like gold to airy thinness beat. And though it in the center sit, Yet, when
the other far doth roam, It leans, and hearkens after it, And grows erect, as that comes home. If she is firm then
he will be able to end where he began. In other words, if she is faithful, he will return to her. In other words,
the speaker suggests to his mistress that if she is able to remain firm, faithful, and steadfast, then his circle, his
journey back to her, will be righteous and accurate. Like the compass, she will be his guide leaning after him
and keeping him on track as he roams. He is not talking about a traditional navigation tool here but rather a
mathematical compass used to draw circles. The two feet of this compass are attached at the top, meaning
even if they are apart, they are still connected and work as one unit. He would focus on her physical parts and
compare them to greater concepts, such as her lips red as a rose. Here Donne uses a catalogue of human parts
as an anti-blazon that pushes back against the Petrarchan tradition in order to declare that their love does not
care about these physical markers or this poetic representation of perfect love. Thus, this word suggests that
there is a promise or security between the speaker and his mistress that is made up of their minds rather than
their bodies. This once again situates their love outside the human realm of the body. In other words, their love
is entirely made up of their bodies. By outlining this impure love, the speaker implicitly makes his own love
seem more pure. The speaker uses this cosmic picture to both transition from his conceit about the spheres and
refer to ordinary lovers who are subject to change because their love is directly related to the inconstant moon.
The speaker uses this word to distinguish his love from the lay or mortal world and implicitly make the lovers
part of a religious or other worldly realm. This metaphor is another reference to Carpe Diem poetry as the
speaker here suggests that the two lovers become one. Thus, the line proposes that the lovers simultaneously
become one and move away from each other. This dual meaning foreshadows the conclusion Donne will draw
at the end of the poem. This movement of focus from death to life is reminiscent of Carpe Diem poetry in
which the speaker reminds his love object and addressee of the immanence of death in an attempt to get her to
appreciate the beauty and importance of their love. This situates the reader in an earthly world in which all
participants are extremely concerned with the body. As one leg of the compass moves to make an arc, for
example, the other leg leans toward it to accommodate its motion. By using this simile the speaker asserts that
because their love is of the mind and soul, not the body, when he and his wife move physically apart, their
love will not break but rather expand like beaten gold.
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A commentary on Donne's great poem of farewell One of the great 'goodbye' poems in the English language, 'A
Valediction: Forbidding Mourning' is, in a sense, not a farewell poem at all, since Donne's speaker reassures his
addressee that their parting is no 'goodbye', not really.

Donner November 6, Ever since their historic and unforeseen loss in , Democrats have been in nothing less
than a state of panic. Despite the passage of time, they remain in the first stage of grief: This collective alarm
is due to uncontrollable trepidation, dread, and ultimately terror that the legislative and executive branches of
the country could remain in Republican hands. Oh, the wailing and gnashing of teeth that will follow should
this Democratic nightmare turn into reality. Flustered and frightened, they have spent months amassing their
troops. If truth be told, the media and pollsters are down in the trenches with the Democrats. They have been
toting that barge and lifting that bale, marching into the field of battle with talk of a blue wave and regaining
control of the legislature. Ah, yes, above all the Democrats must get control. Prohibited or Mandatory This
abject fear that grips those on the left is a result of a twisted and flawed political philosophy that they continue
to embrace, even though so much of the American public has rejected it. It goes something like this: They
should either be prohibited or mandated to do, say, and think. This is classic 21st-century progressivism. You
should be prohibited from owning a firearm, prohibited from speaking in any manner which the left deems
objectionable, prohibited from homeschooling your child, or prohibited from determining which health care
plan you want for your family. These are their political fundamentals, but their prohibitions go all the way to
the minutiae of American life. Your children must be prohibited from drinking soda pop and must eat at
school only foods that are sanctioned. Ronald Reagan once said: Will we remain a free people able to make
decisions for ourselves and our children â€” or will we become captives of the state â€” told what to do at
every turn? The principle that stands at the height of Democratic angst this midterm election is that those on
the left will no longer be able to control you. Since you are incapable of making virtuous decisions on your
own, you must be told what to do at every turn. It seems rather odd to point out that the mood of Republicans
is very similar. There is trepidation that should this midterm election hand over control of the legislative
branch to those on the left, we are up the creek with not so much as a canoe in sight. The GOP is panicked that
the gains in our liberties these last two years â€” not to mention our economy â€” will shrivel up and die.
Therefore, it can be said that the mood in both parties is panic and fear.
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the virtuous woman by godsword godswill onu, the walk of breakthrough by godswill u onyekwere, onu historia de la
corrupcion spanish edition, virtuous trepidation by carl e prichard, doing virtuous business the remarkable success of
spiritual enterprise, the structural links between ecology evolution and ethics the virtuous epistemic circle, virtuous
violence hurting and killing to create.

Cavanaugh At the beginning of " A Valediction Forbidding Mourning ," the poet, John Donne, engages in a
didactic lesson to show the parallel between a positive way to meet death and a positive way to separate from
a lover. When a virtuous man dies, he whispers for his soul to go while others await his parting. Such a man
sets an example for lovers. The separation of the soul from the body, and the separation of lovers from each
other, is not an ending but the beginning of a new cycle. This perfection is attained by parting at the beginning
of the circle and reuniting at the point where the curves reconnect. According to Helen Gardner, the
metaphysical poem takes the reader down a certain path, a fixed line of argumentation This valediction, an act
of bidding farewell, proceeds in the guise of a monologue in which a speaker attempts to persuade a lover to
remain faithful during his absence. The monologue is dramatic in the sense that the stay-behind lover is the
implied listener. Although the poem attempts to persuade the lover as an implied listener, it also speaks
indirectly to the reader who is drawn into the argument. It is probable that Donne wrote this poem for his wife,
Ann Donne, and gave it to her before leaving to go abroad in Ann, sick and pregnant at the time, protested
being left behind as her husband began a European tour with his friend, Sir Robert Drury Parker The poem
begins with a metaphysical comparison between virtuous dying men whispering to their souls to leave their
bodies and two lovers saying goodbye before a journey. The poet says, "Let us melt and make no noise The
word "melt" implies a change in physical state. The bond of the lovers will dissolve quietly like the soul of a
dying man separating from his body. He continues by comparing natural phenomena to a love relationship, the
"sigh tempests" relating to the element of air, and the "tear floods" to the element of water. He uses this
hyperbole to demand that his lover remain stoic and resist any show of emotion upon his departure ll. Next,
the element of earth is introduced. Earthquakes are perceived by everyone, and people often interpret them as
omens of misfortune. It is understandable that an earthquake would be looked upon with fear because of its
potential to ravage the land; wheras a trepidation affecting a celestial sphere would be viewed in a different
light, especially one that is imperceptible and has no apparent meaning for the average person Donne During
the Middle Ages and the Elizabethan Age, the circle and sphere were looked upon as perfect shapes. The main
influence behind that thinking may have been Greek philosophers such as Aristotle, who believed that since,
"The motion of the celestial bodies is not straight and finite, but circular, invariable and eternal. So they
themselves must be eternal, unalterable, divine" Pannekoek The well-educated Donne, , certainly studied
famous Greek thinkers such as Aristotle and Ptolemy, and their views concerning the universe. Donne lived
during a time when many people accepted the Ptolemaic theory of the universe, which held that the spherical
planets orbited the earth in concentric circles called deferents. In quatrains four and five, the speaker urges his
love to remain stoic by making any change in their relationship as imperceptible to others as the "trepidation
of the spheres," and again, he uses terms from astronomy to illustrate his point. The term "sublunary" refers to
the surface below the moon. According to the Greek astronomers, this sublunar area, composed of the four
elements, was imperfect. The dull sublunary lovers l. The soul of their love is "sense" l. However, the speaker
suggests that reason can free itself from any connection with a sensory experience. Therefore, the lovers with
fully developed souls "Care less, eyes, lips, and hands to miss" l. In quatrain six, Donne echoes the traditional
marriage ceremony in which two become one, so the "two souls" of the lovers are joined together. He
describes separation as a stretching exercise in which the joined soul of the lovers is gold beat to an "airy
thinness" l. According to Pinka, the comparison is "beautiful and pure" but "fragile" since there is "expansion
without increase" He urges the lover to look at the separation in a positive light, but he sends out undertones
suggesting that he is aware of the fragility of the situation. One might argue that the circle and the sphere are
slightly different objects and should not be considered one and the same; however, the Ptolemaic Universe
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consisted of both perfect spheres and perfect circular orbits, and so the concept of circle and sphere both
represented perfection. Poets and songwriters have often used sphere and circle symbolism. One such work,
The Divine Comedy, written in three books: Beatrice explains to him that each of nine circles represents an
angelic order. The brightest circles are in the center nearest to God and represent the highest order of angels
and the greatest good. According to Beatrice, each circle also corresponds to one of the nine spherical heavens
consisting of the five planets, the sun, the moon, the fixed stars, and the Prime Mover. Such a comparison
would be called metaphysical according to Gardner, who states that a metaphysical conceit must concern two
things so dissimilar that we "feel an incongruity" Here, the poet must then proceed to persuade the reader that
these things are alike in spite of their apparent differences The speaker proves the point by drawing the circle
with the compass. The lover who stays behind is the fixed point, and the speaker is the other leg of the
instrument. Without the "firmness" of the fixed point, he would be unable to complete the journey and make
the circle just precise. The adverb "obliquely" l. John Freccero supports the interpretation that obliquely means
a spiral motion, referred to by the Neoplatonic tradition as a movement of the soul Obliquely may also
indicate a slant. Such a position would be required during the drawing of a circle. According to Freccero, "No
matter how far Donne roams his thoughts will revolve around his love At the end of the circle, body and soul
are one" Donne once stated in an elegy, " Works Cited Alighieri, Dante. The Riverside Press, A History of
Philosophy. Oxford University Press, A History Of Astronomy. John Donne and his world. This Dialogue of
One: The Songs and Sonnets of John Donne. The University of Alabama Press, Spaulding, Nancy and Samuel
Namowity. Cavanaugh was a certified English teacher and graduate student M. Published by Luminarium
through express written permission. This page was created by Anniina Jokinen on September 13, Last
updated April 18,
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Chapter 6 : The Midterm Mood: Panic and Pipe Dreams - Liberty Nation
As virtuous men pass mildly away, John Donne's standing as a great English poet, and one of the greatest writers of
English prose, is now assured.

Forbidding Mourning In his poem A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning Valediction , John Donne relates, in
verse, his insights on the human condition of love and its relationship to the soul through the conceit of
drawing compasses. Donne brings the reader a separation of body and soul in his first stanza: As virtuous men
pass mildly away, And whisper to their souls to go, Whilst some of their sad friends do say The breath goes
now, and some say, No; This seems to say that the soul is not a part of the body, and it is only combined with
the body until death, when it "goes". The use of the word "whisper" suggests that the soul and body can
communicate with one another as separate entities. Furthermore, the word "virtuous" implies that
"un-virtuous" men may not be able to whisper to their souls. Fortunately for the speaker, he seems to be a
virtuous man, so this certainly applies. The separation of body and soul is an essential concept to the poem as
it progresses, and it must be accepted for his entire argument to work. Donne explicates this in later stanzas.
The fact that the "friends" disagree on this separation of body and soul requires more explanation, but perhaps
Donne is acknowledging that people do not generally agree with his assumptions. Donne describes the two
souls of the lovers being intermixed, and the bodies as separate. Starting at line 21, this becomes a motif that
continues throughout the poem: Instead of complete separation, the speaker describes what happens as he
"goes" as an "expansion". The expansion is explained by his analogy of compasses, but the mixing is made by
his comparisons to liquid beginning at line 5. Donne makes use of the metaphor here to simplify his vision of
"the soul" as something that can be melted, melted from what, he does not say, nevertheless, the reader can
visualize a liquid, and he makes use of this. His use of the word silent suggests that unlike liquids, which make
sound when moved, the soul makes no noise, and is something more like direct sublimation into vapor. The
liquid metaphor yields images of flow and mixing; one might perceive a solution of two different substances,
oil and water for instance; although they have not become one at the most elemental levels, they can be held in
the same container and would be very difficult to separate completely. Furthermore, the silence indicates that
the souls do not use speech, like "sigh-tempests", line 6, to make their love known. This apparently conflicts
with the opening stanza where the soul can communicate with speech, but Donne infers that while the body
may speak to the soul, two souls do not need speech to demonstrate magnificent love. Donne uses these to
explain how two different and gigantic events can either bring "harms and fears", or "innocence", which add to
the theme of silent mixing. If celestial spheres the largest structures imaginable can shake with "innocence",
then the souls may likewise share their love in silence, without the tumultuous rumblings of earthquakes,
which "men" try to interpret. The contrast between the magnitude of earthquakes and celestial trepidation is
likened to the love between two bodies and two souls. The souls, of course, are "greater far" in their capacity
to love silently than the bodies. And though it in the center sit, Yet when the other far doth roam, It leans and
hearkens after it, And grows erect, as that comes home. The conclusion of the poem is that the soul, or "fixed
root" can never be separated like the bodies. Donne uses the entire length of Valediction to make his point,
which is carefully constructed like a geometric proof. He first asserts that when men pass away, the soul
separates. Once the assumption is made that the soul is separate from the body, he tells us that the soul is
mixed like a silent liquid, but that the silence does not make it any less magnificent. Finally, having made
these assertions, the compass is used to illustrate the concept. The summation of the argument is that, having
accepted the previous statements, his love should not worry about his impending journey: The speaker states
that he is like the "other foot" and must go away, but his strong love will only cause the soul, or fixed root, to
lean a bit, like the handle of a compass when drawing large circles. It is precisely the strength, or "firmness" of
her love that makes the comparison perfect, so that he comes full circle to return like the other leg of a stiff
compass. Two definitions of metaphor: Metaphor From Greek, "to carry across": A comparison that likens two
different things by identifying one as the other. Metaphor, however, is also the general term for any
comparison, including simile, metaphor, conceit, and analogy. One day, as I sat at an alfresco lunch spot
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enjoying a view of the Acropolis, a small truck pulled up to the curb and blocked the Parthenon. I was
annoyed at first, but later wonderfully amused as I watched the moving men deliver some furniture to the
neighboring house. Their van said Metaphora. Of course, I realized. Phor is the verb for "carrying. A metaphor
carries you from one object which may be difficult to understand to another which may be more accessible
and therefore helpful, by analogy, in grasping the original concern. Metaphors, as Gould asserts, are "carriers"
which help readers make "imaginative leaps. Richards invented the terms tenor and vehicle to denote the two
parts of a metaphor. The terms can apply to similes as well. Forbidding Mourning" , it is a conceit. When the
ordinary meaning of a word is at odds with the context, we tend to seek relevant features of the word and the
situation that will reveal the intended meaning. To understand manuscripts, one must find meanings nor
predetermined by language, logic, or experience. In the terminology of traditional rhetoric, these figures are
"tropes of a word," appearing in a literal context; in "tropes of a sentence," the entire context is figurative, as
in allegory, fable, and according to some irony. Preminger, Works Cited Donne, John. The Norton Anthology
of English Literature.
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Chapter 7 : A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning - Wikipedia
A summary of "A Valediction: forbidding Mourning" in John Donne's Donne's Poetry. Learn exactly what happened in
this chapter, scene, or section of Donne's Poetry and what it means.

I was fighting a battle against a million warlords, but when my queen arrived, I put down my sword. Drawn
down into the icy, dark deep Engulfed within the bosom Of a cold, crushing sleep Feel the cold embrace A
chilling kiss to your face See the light May 6, A twisted journey starts on wings after the end of the road.
Ambition sits in corner, nonchalantly and a tempest hollers around the spires. Broken down from parched
ceiling a mural turns into a mundane knife. Lifts the rage, of January 4, Life is good Sure there where bad
times But still my soul shines And maybe some were cruel But I always remained loyal Even sometimes some
fooled me Yet every time I broke free There were even times I gave September 29, With every falling tear
drop, You are drifting out of me. With every song I sing, I think about you. The day I stop singing, Just know
October 31, Some people instigate violence as a means to intimidate and always get their way And do not care
who they hurt as long as they make their pay Others just get drunk and do not even remember a thing the June
3, Carry me oh lord of good times to a place where wine flows like a river where the damsels are easy where
there is sin all around where love can be found at the drop of a hat let me May 1, From the edge of a green
valley I stood Looking into the abyss of a fate So dark I could not see what issue would Prevail in my life, not
anticipate The consequence that would follow the choice I felt April 29, Revulsion in mood of climate rosy
winter is falling down crazy to expose its colors wearing a warm white gown winter arrives at all cost on head
glazed silver crown every thing takes new twist valley dressed as an icy January 20, The day comes to an end,
And the dusk takes the light away. Everything feels so drowsy And we face the Sunset. The flying wings of
time, Changes everything in the life of mine. All shadowy ways And make it a sin Without any craze May 18,
Death was prowling from funeral to funeral. No shadow will be spared today. I am not ready yet for the final
curtain. Bullets have left some clocks ticking in the pockets of time. She pauses when she sees me, breaks into
a smile; skips behind the counter, lingers for a while. I wrote this poetry Because of you And not because of
fortune and fame I wrote this poetry Trying not to impress June 22, A walk in the woods. Thunder in the
distance. Lighting dancing, edging dark clouds. Soft rain thru the pines. Boughs dripping in the pond. Birds
sounding bird talk. Many languages to be heard. Frogs in the pond announcing their attendance. Tired of the
cries. Tired of the lies. Sick of the deceit. Sick of the defeat. Less beats to my heart, a slow and rapid start. The
faster May 19, Nations and nationalities, you are not chocolate, you are the sweetest Jam cooked from bitter
labour! You are the original egg, the supreme cause of war and peace! You are the homeland of the rising sun
and moon. You are October 14, When insects were crawling dreams had contradictions, a sudden drop in
temperature brought the quantum touch. Ending of the grief or grief of ending rejected every intact truth and
death was trailing behind the candle. Fear and agony were following September 2, You grow like ferns in my
ribcage. Infront of us Or behind us Walking with us. Or you make us walk. To him you brought it. They saw
his body melt, Day by day bit by bit And then one day you had February 23,
Chapter 8 : Trepidation | Define Trepidation at www.nxgvision.com
The speaker is referring to metaphysical ideas that were popular in Donne's time. There was a belief that earthquakes,
the "moving of the earth" was a herald or sign of worse things to come.

Chapter 9 : Cavanaugh. The Circle of Souls in John Donne's "A Valediction Forbidding Mourning".
Best Answer: Poem starts on the evocation of death as a comparison (the first word is "as"). Description of the actual
moment of death of "virtuous men", when their friends are unable to say whether they are dead or not (uncertainty of this
moment).
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